Beat: News

Thousands of protesters in front of the Albanian government offices
Today in Tirane in Albania
chicago, 16.02.2019, 20:04 Time
USPA NEWS - The protests of the opposition people led by the united opposition in Tirana started this morning in front of the
Prime Minister's Office. Since early morning all the entrances came from thousands of citizens coming from many different
districts to the Prime Minister's Office. It is believed that today's number exceeds 100,000. Since the incidents have been small
and at least there is no body crash with the police. Small circles have care of the police cordon and have been able to destroy
the scaffold of the prime minister's door, but they can not scale its doors. In turn, the police pours water and tear gas to the
crowds before the entrance of the prime minister
The protests of the opposition people led by the united opposition in Tirana started this morning in front of the Prime Minister's
Office. Since early morning all the entrances came from thousands of citizens coming from many different districts to the Prime
Minister's Office. It is believed that today's number exceeds 100,000. Since the incidents have been small and at least there is
no body crash with the police. Small circles have care of the police cordon and have been able to destroy the scaffold of the
prime minister's door, but they can not scale its doors. In turn, the police pours water and tear gas to the crowds before the
entrance of the prime minister. The protest was closed after hours and there will be another one in front of parliament on 21
February. the entire diplomatic corps and international agencies accredited in Tirana I would like to call on the parties to show
themselves calm and violent with each other .. In fact, some of the clashes allowed the police to allow some pretest wanted
and broken windows of the prime minister's doors without being allowed to enter after tear gas and water pressure from inside
the prime ministry's office. The protesters were distributed smoothly and without incidents.
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